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Biglytics and CIENCE partnership

Since 2008, Biglytics has been helping clients make more informed business 
decisions by producing world class industry research reports, coupled with 
on demand business level data analysis - helping customers to turn big data 
into big decisions.
 
Biglytics’ world renowned Research Department produces quarterly reports 
that hundreds of leading medium size business executives count on to 
understand trends, breakthroughs and new learnings about their industry.

Key Points of Contact
Bryan Cooper, CEO & SCP
Edward Thompson, VP of Sales
Melissa Meyer, Marketing Director

CIENCE is People-as-a-Service (PaaS). Our team members are accomplished, 
well-trained, positive forces of business change for our client companies.
 
Our culture empowers our team to quickly solve problems and drive results for 
our clients. We work with the best brands, enterprise companies, and startups 
around the world.
 
We test and experiment with our clients to find a formula that produces for their 
sales teams to develop long-term relationships.

Key Team Members on Biglytics account
Eric Quanstrom, CMO
Jay Evans, RSM
Angela Lucas, Account Manager
Daria Danska, Client Success Manager
Vladislava Kuznietsova, Research TM
Briant Wells, Marketing Copywriter
Tetiana Kohut, SDR
Veronika Lemesh, Concierge Manager
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Research and Lead Generation

Looking to increase its sales funnel with qualified leads, Biglytics hired CIENCE to manage its outbound sales 
activities and set appointments to be taken by Edward and Bryan.
 
More specifically, the Biglytics team had two needs for lead gen. First, they wanted to prioritize marketing 
departments in retail and e-commerce with an annual revenue of at least $10MM and 20+ employees. Research 
dedicates 60% of resources to generating leads for Managers & Directors of Marketing, Digital Marketing, 
Growth Marketing, and e-Commerce because 9 of their last 10 sales cycles began with variations of these titles 
(depending on org chart) but never with a VP or C-Level (except for client referrals), following a larger trend. Each 
company lead is also enriched with CMOs and CIOs for future reference.
 
Biglytics launched a new analytics dashboard to help IT departments identify underperforming, problematic and 
underutilized software. Since this new offering had only been previously offered to current clients, Biglytics wanted 
to accelerate the Rollout. They had an inkling that IT departments would be most receptive, but were not positive. 
So our researchers allocate 40% of resources to prioritize heads of IT departments of Fortune 500 companies, 
regardless of industry.  
 
CIENCE delivers 35 delivers qualified leads every day. Each day, those 35 new prospects are entered into outreach 
sequences that include email delivery, reply handling, phone calls, and a landing page (and options to open up 
LinkedIn touches and chat in the Landing Page, among others).
 
Every month, 770 leads will be delivered and integrated into one of two campaigns: Marketing agencies using Best 
Contact methodology, OR the Internal Forward methodology for Heads of IT.
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Best Contact/Referral Playbook + Mapping

SUPERVISORS, MANAGERS AND TEAM LEADERS 
The supervisor, manager and team leadership roles are hands-on and absolutely critical to operations. These people 
handle the daily workforce tasks by assigning duties to employees and holding them accountable for their workloads. 
They train new employees and manage hiring, while also sometimes delivering news about layoffs and terminations. 
They are in constant contact with the workforce and, in many cases, were working as base-level employees before they 
were promoted into the supervisor job position.

The roles overlap and in some cases are actually the same, depending on the company naming conventions for the job 
positions. These positions can also stand alone, with a supervisor tasked with handling multiple teams and team leaders, 
for example. The team leader position is often created for employee-heavy business models. For instance, a large call 
center will set daily sales goals and break out into teams with leaders to motivate, assist, train and drive sales.

DIRECTORS OF MARKETING
As Director, responsibilities include analyzing, reviewing, recommending and building strategic and tactical changes to 
Internet Properties that drive business profitability by increasing visitors, improving conversion rates, capturing larger 
average order sizes and managing margin performance.

Reports to: President, External Vendors/Partners
 
Responsibilities:
· Ownership and management of Customer Experience including Design & Aesthetics, Content, Navigation, Information 

Architecture, Branding/Marketing, Performance, Functionality
· Ownership and management of Internet marketing including social media integration
· Ownership and management of Technical Infrastructure
· Ownership and management of SEO measurements and monitoring methodologies
· Direct and manage internal and external teams
· Provide SEO/SEM/PPC and Internet Marketing thought leadership, innovation and process improvement initiatives

General Marketing Manager Persona:

Prospect Personas
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Best Contact trades on the belief that for companies greater than 1, it’s next to impossible to know (from the 
outside looking in) who is responsible for what...? In B2B sales outreach, this information is critical in order to not 
waste anyone’s time—esp. those in the prospect organization. 
 
The outreach methodology is geared around triggering the help instinct within the recipient. Human beings 
are naturally inclined to help others when they see little cost to themselves for doing so. Best Contact initial 
templates and scripts try to do as little as possible beyond find the right person to talk to. As such, there are two 
main parts to Best Contact campaigns—probing for the right person to speak with; Then referral to that person 
with core outreach messaging (Why You? Why Now? Why Should You Care?). 
 
The latter half of Best Contact works even when the recipient is the target—as they would self-identify and a 
conversation is already started. If the recipient is not the target, they must be referenced as the source of new 
outreach (Mary, Bob Smith recommended we talk, as he mentioned you were...). Referrals are statistically proven 
to be the best entry into any conversation.

For Biglytics, this methodology was chosen for one additional reason. It will provide data to see which titles are 
most likely to take ownership of finding better reporting and analytics for VPs and CMOs. With this data, we will 
be able to further optimize and anticipate more specific messaging in the referral part.

Email Methodology

Best Contact/Referral Playbook + Mapping
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Best Contact/Referral Playbook + Mapping

Best Contact - Sequences

Hi [Prospect Name],
 
{Relevant personalization sentence, especially for Mangers & Directors of Marketing titles}
 
I’m [SDR] with Biglytics. I’m writing to ask if you’re the correct contact to speak with about your cross-platform 
integrations. (If not, could you kindly direct me to the appropriate person?)
 
Thank you in advance,
[SDR signature]

Hi [Prospect Name],
 
I’m writing from Biglytics to ask about your cross-platform integrations at [Target Company]--but I don’t want 
to assume your org chart. Would you be able to confirm the best contact to speak with me about this?
 
Thank you,
[SDR Name]

Wave 1
SL A: Head of {department}
SL B: [Name]’s big data analysis

Wave 2
In-thread to wave 1
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Best Contact/Referral Playbook + Mapping

Best Contact - Sequences

Hi [Prospect Name],
 
I’m reaching out from Biglytics to get a better idea of the appropriate person to speak with about cross-
platform integrations Our team is meeting with {titles/businesses} like {you/yours} to discuss its impact on 
attaining and measuring more insightful KPIs.  
 
Could you kindly (re)direct me?
 
Thank you,
[SDR Name]

[Prospect Name],
 
Hi [Prospect Name],
 
Your {inbox/schedule} is likely packed, so I’m following up briefly from Biglytics to ask if you’re able to confirm 
the best contact(s) to discuss cross-platform integrations and workflow for your team.
 
Would you be able to point me in the right direction? 
 
Best,
[SDR Name]

Wave 3
SL A: Request for contact
SL B: best contact at [Company]

Wave 4
In-thread
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Best Contact/Referral Playbook + Mapping

Referral - Sequences

Hi [Prospect Name],
 
I’m [SDR Name] with [Company] -- {Referral Name} recommended that I contact you to discuss cross-
platform marketing.  
{In response to “I am the best contact” -- Great! Thank you for getting back to me.}
 
I saw [Company] on the INC 5000 list of growing companies and was wondering your confidence in in 
cross-platform analysis because many growing agencies are at the crossroads of siloed data and need for 
information scaling.

Since we’ve helped agencies similar in size (North Pole Digital and Flourish Founders)  to exceed their short- 
and long-term KPIs by providing monthly and quarterly reports on agencies’ tech stacks, current clients, and 
industry trends. So it might be {valuable/worth your time} to have a conversation. 
 
Would you be open to {connecting/discussing/sharing ideas}?
 
Best,
[SDR Name]

Wave1
SL A: {Referral Name} referred me
SL B: Referred by {Referral Name}
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Best Contact/Referral Playbook + Mapping

Referral - Sequences

Hi [Prospect Name],
 
I’m writing you on behalf of {Referral Name}’s referral to connect. 
 
We’re seeing many digital marketing agencies looking to solve the problem of underperforming tech stacks 
and misleading data. We’ve helped them solve for both, and would love to share a few unobvious solutions 
that helped companies like Big Tech increase conversion rates by 25% and decrease spend on marketing 
licenses by 15%.
 
Would you have time this or next week to briefly connect?
 
Best,
[SDR Name]

Wave 2
In-thread
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Best Contact/Referral Playbook + Mapping

Referral - Sequences

Hi [Prospect Name]
 
I’m [SDR Name] with Biglytics. {Referral Name} recommended that I connect with you about [Company]’s 
disjointed data across your [x number] of marketing platforms.  
 
Many companies like yours are looking to seamlessly collect and analyze data on marketing performance 
and software licenses. So we’ve helped them to achieve this by deploying client-dedicated teams of industry 
experts, research specialists, and growth marketing intel. 
 
When would be an ideal time to discuss best practices that might prove highly valuable for [Target 
Company]?
 
Best,
[SDR Name]

Wave 3
SL A: {Referral Name}’s referral
SL B: [Target Company] big, smarter data
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Reply Handling

ALREADY USING A VENDOR
I sort of thought you might already have a 
{provider/program}.

Does your {provider/program} incorporate 
{specific unique feature/benefit that isn’t 
common}?

NO BUDGET
I understand. Actually, most of the 
customers that we have use us specifically 
because free up budget {through revenue 
generation, expense reduction, and higher 
ROI}. I have an advisor available tomorrow 
if you’d be open to hearing how that would 
work in your specific case?

NOT INTERESTED
I understand! Before I sign off - could you let 
me know if this has to do with lack of budget, 
lack of fit for your company, it’s someone 
else’s responsibility, or something else, for 
my own learning? Thanks again for your time!

1

3

2

Best Contact/Referral Playbook + Mapping
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Best Contact/Referral Playbook + Mapping

Phone Scripts

Hi [Prospect Name], this is [SDR Name] calling from Biglytics. How have you been?
Is now a convenient time to talk so I can share with you why I’m calling?

***If No*** When would be a better time?
 
***If Yes*** The reason I’m calling is because I discover opportunities for {industry-specific companies}, and 
your organization is similar to others we’ve helped.
 
For instance, I noticed {SPECIFIC RELEVANT QUALITY}
 
Which analytics platforms are you currently using to measure KPIs at [Company]? (pause briefly for prospect to 
answer/speak)
 
That’s interesting. I say that because I just had a call with a company that recently received $137 million in the C 
Investment Round, and they use those same platforms. Their Director of Growth Marketing was telling me that 
he’d been unhappy for over a year with how those platforms provide KPIs that are one-size-fits-all. She wanted a 
competitive edge and had been tasked with finding it… (Pause shortly).
 
She’s meeting with our CEO Friday afternoon. We’ll see what happens.
 
To what extent is her challenge similar to your experience? (Pause and listen, respond and engage 
accordingly).
 
{Set Meeting}
 
***If no*****ask if there is another contact you could speak with**
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Voicemail

Hi [Prospect Name], this is [SDR Name] with Biglytics. I’m reaching out because I thought you might be 
interested in a new way to better measure and blow by meaningful KPIs. Smart Market King has seen 
their incremental revenue increase by 8% month-to-month, each of the last 8 months. Let’s chat. Call 
me back at {Number}.

Best Contact/Referral Playbook + Mapping
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Best Contact - Email Sequence

Emails are sent on 2-day cadence. If Email #1 is sent on a Monday, the sequence follows as presented below. If sent on 
Tuesday, then Email #2 sent on Thursday. If sent on Weds, the sequence is Weds-Friday-Monday-Weds, etc. Phone calls are 
made after email have been opened.

Best Contact/Referral Playbook + Mapping

EMAIL #1 EMAIL #2

EMAIL #3 EMAIL #4

FRIDAY

MONDAY WEDNESDAY

MONDAY

CALL IF EMAIL
OPENED

CALL IF EMAIL
OPENED

CALL IF EMAIL
OPENED

CALL IF EMAIL
OPENED

SEQUENCE
START

SEQUENCE
END
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Internal Forward Playbook + Mapping

The Internal Forward campaign split will focus exclusively (for now) on INC 5000 companies, specifically their heads of IT.
 
Together, VeracityColab and CIENCE have decided to dedicate 40% of research time and resources to these leads.

Prospect Personas
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Internal Referral trades on the belief that for recipients, message FW:’s or recommendations to talk are treated as 

de facto referrals. Referrals are statistically proven to be the best entry into any conversation. 

 

The outreach methodology is geared around triggering ego within the recipient. Human beings are naturally 

flattered when others are directed to reach out to them. Internal Forward has two main parts to each campaign:

The messages work in concert to jump-start and then naturally include the prospect in a 

conversation that’s already started internally, by virtue of threading.

 

Also relevant is the SDR who is able to act as a matchmaker, bringing parties together-- internal 

resources on the company’s side and the prospect. It is envisioned that this role can be far more 

preferable than the SDR as the first salesperson in the door.

An initial request from someone internal—usually an impressive or relevant title at the prospector’s organization;

The outreach mail or script with core outreach messaging (Why You? Why Now? Why Should You Care?).

A

B

Internal Forward Playbook + Mapping

Email Methodology
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Internal Forward Playbook + Mapping

Templates

Hi [Prospect Name],
 
I’m reaching out from Biglytics on behalf of our CEO, Bryan Cooper.  
 
I was speaking with my team and we wanted to invite you to be among the first to have access to our newest 
IT tool. The dashboard had been exclusively available for our top partners, but companies like Skunk Works 
Digital and Plum saw so much success, we began opening up to the market.
 
Before we begin advertising, we’re providing early access to a complimentary 1 month pilot.
 
Are you available for a quick chat with Bryan to discuss?
 
Best,
[SDR]

---------- Forwarded message -----------
From: <email>
Date: <customize>
Subject: Please contact {Company}
To: {SDR} <SDR email> 
  
Quick one:
From our conversation earlier I came across {{company}}. It seems like they would be a good fit 
for our new dashboard — probably head of IT. Let’s start there.
 
Can you take a look and let me know how it goes? 
Cheers,
{CEO signature}

Wave 1
SL A: Fwd: [Company] + Biglytics?
SL B: [Company] One key to persuasion for video
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Internal Forward Playbook + Mapping

Templates

Hi [Prospect Name],
 
Our CEO, Bryan Cooper, was hoping to connect and invite you to test out the newest performance dashboard 
based off our insights as the leader in big data. You’d leave the meeting with insights.
  
If you’re interested in reducing cross-platform disconnect and unnecessary integration trouble shooting, let’s 
set something up. How does {this/next} week look for you?
 
Best,
[SDR]

Wave 2
In-thread
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Internal Forward Playbook + Mapping

Templates

Hi [Prospect Name],
 
I’m following up on an invite to meet with our CEO, Bryan Cooper, to see if we can set up a time to share 
insights around optimizing software licenses and simplifying cross-platform data collection. He’d like to learn 
how your IT dept juggles the mountain of daily to-dos with bigger picture network initiatives.
  
Bryan is available to meet on {day} in {afternoon}. If this isn’t ideal, please leave a few times that work, and I’ll 
see if they fit with his schedule. 
 
Best,
[SDR]

---------- Forwarded message -----------
From: <email>
Date: <customize>
Subject: Please contact {Company}
To: {SDR} <SDR email> 
  
Quick one:
From our conversation earlier I came across {{company}}. It seems like they would be a good fit 
for our new dashboard — probably head of IT. Let’s start there.
 
Can you take a look and let me know how it goes? 
Cheers,
{CEO signature}

Wave 3
SL A: Any response would be helpful
SL B: [Prospect Name], Video strategies?
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Internal Forward Playbook + Mapping

Templates

[Prospect Name],
 
As {a/the} [title] for [Company], your schedule is likely packed. So I’ll be quick. 
 
Our CEO at Biglytics has identified [Company] as one of the most influential and leading {type} brands in the 
world. He would like to see if you’d be interested in a month long, complimentary pilot of a new dashboard 
specifically designed to make the lives of IT easier, and more efficient.  
 
Do you have 30 minutes?
 
Best,
[SDR Name]

Wave 4
In-thread
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Reply Handling

ALREADY USING A VENDOR
I sort of thought you might already have a 
{provider/program}.

Does your {provider/program} incorporate 
{specific unique feature/benefit that isn’t 
common}?

NO BUDGET
I understand. Actually, most of the 
customers that we have use us specifically 
because free up budget {through revenue 
generation, expense reduction, and higher 
ROI}. I have an advisor available tomorrow 
if you’d be open to hearing how that would 
work in your specific case?

NOT INTERESTED
I understand! Before I sign off - could you let 
me know if this has to do with lack of budget, 
lack of fit for your company, it’s someone 
else’s responsibility, or something else, for 
my own learning? Thanks again for your time!

1

3

2

Best Contact/Referral Playbook + Mapping
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Internal Forward Playbook + Mapping

Phone Scripts

Sea vocibus detraxit ex, mei elit quas at. Nec id movet suavitate vituperata, sint homero conclusionemque ea nec, te 
mel cibo error possim.

SCENARIO 1

GATEKEEPER SCRIPT

PROSPECT SCRIPT

SCENARIO 2

Gatekeeper:   He’s/ She’s not available.
SDR:  I see. What’s the best time to call him back? 
(take note of the time and call back)

Gatekeeper:   Let me transfer you over.
SDR:  Thank you! (Proceed accordingly)

Hi [Prospect Name], this is {SDR} calling from Biglytics on behalf of our CEO, Bryan Cooper. Is now a 
convenient time to talk to share why I’m calling?

< If No > When would be a better time?
 
< If Yes > Nec at insolens accusamus, ad autem error diceret eos, est accusata assentior adolescens no. Nam 
soluta aperiri consetetur te. No nullam similique posidonium mei, nisl zril veritus per ut, eu utroque instructior 
duo. Summo platonem voluptaria eu qui, ad nam solum nullam consequuntur. Pro molestie hendrerit 
consequuntur cu. 
 
Cu qui quod placerat dissentias. Cu usu oporteat scripserit, pri partem perfecto ei, ei iisque antiopam 
disputationi sea. Case tantas qualisque ad ius?
 
{wait for a response, and respond accordingly}
 
Sea eu diam postea, ne pri alia liber adipisci. An graeci intellegam has, mei ei inani omittam. Virtute 
neglegentur ne mei, an usu legere accusamus. Ea mea case utamur, no tale rebum munere duo. 
 
<If no> **ask if there is another contact you could speak with**
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Internal Forward Methodology + Mapping

Voicemail

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, et pri equidem oportere, eum id labores denique. Sumo elitr 
eloquentiam his ei. Eu nec mandamus scriptorem, mea et essent vivendo. Eu utroque 
recusabo posidonium per, at mei ludus admodum neglegentur. Te his decore oblique, eum 
affert laoreet at.
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Internal Forward Playbook + Mapping

Referral - Email Sequence

Emails are sent on 3-day cadence. If Email #1 is sent on a Monday, the sequence follows as presented below If sent on 
Tuesday, then Email #2 sent on Thursday. If sent on Weds, the sequence is Weds-Friday-Monday-Weds, etc. Phone calls are 
made after email have been opened.

CALL IF EMAIL
OPENED

CALL IF EMAIL
OPENED

CALL IF EMAIL
OPENED

CALL IF EMAIL
OPENED

EMAIL #1 PHONE CALL

EMAIL #2 EMAIL #3

THURSDAY

MONDAY TUESDAY

MONDAY

SEQUENCE
START

SEQUENCE
END
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Unique, on-brand Landing Page



Turn Big Data into Better Decisions
Our experts do the analysis. You make the decisions.

UNLOCK YOUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

Over 50 certified big data specialists 
and consultants across a large range of 
industries ensure you have the expertise 
you need, no matter the challenge.

Mine billions of data sets in less than a 
second and gain valuable analysis with 
the aid of our data experts.

Big Data Experts Proprietary Algorithms
Compare and contrast against 
accumulated data from 20+ industries 
over 10 years so you can run data against 
your industry’s benchmarks.

Industry Data Benchmarking



The Biglytics Advantage
Enabling more informed business decisions 
through world-class industry research reports 
and on-demand business level data analysis.

Since 2008, Biglytics’ has been helping clients turn big data 
into big business decisions. Our world-renowned Research 
Department produces quarterly reports that hundreds of 
leading medium-sized business executives rely on to stay 
ahead of industry trends, market breakthroughs, and the 
newest learnings about their industry.
 
Biglytics’ team of experienced data scientists are on-demand 
to integrate our data with your unique business data and to 
deliver actionable insights that had previously gone unseen. 
We’re constantly helping clients inspire better communication 
practices, rethink marketing strategies, and realize 
economically exciting goals.   

Big Data Working for You

Capitalize on low-hanging fruit to identify big-picture 
plans and leverage atomic-level insights to move the 
needle in the most competitive spheres.

Take seamless KPIs offline and optimize marketing 
channels, interdepartmental communication, and 
cross-platform integrations.

Uncover leading-edge insights to professionally 
cultivate one-on-one customer service with proactive, 
creative ideas that exceed benchmark expectations.

Integrate

Analyze

Learn



OUR CLIENTS LOVE BIG DATA

“We’ve tried a number of other research firms, and were 
jaded when we were in talks with Biglytics. Fast-forward 
2 years — we’ve broken into a new market with the 
confidence and results of a market innovator.”

Will Ferrel
VP of Marketing | North Pole Inc. 

Bryan Cooper
CEO | SCP

“We’ve tried a number of other research firms, and were 
jaded when we were in talks with Biglytics. Fast-forward 
2 years — we’ve broken into a new market with the 
confidence and results of a market innovator.”

SCHEDULE A DEMO TODAY



Chatbot Hey there! What 
can I help you with 

today?

Your company 
looks awesome! 
I want to book 

an appointment 
ASAP!

I like the sound of 
that. Let’s book a 

meeting!

Hmmm okay.. 
what about your 
name. It sounds 
kind of strange. 
Please explain.

That sounds 
good.  If I decide 
to partner with 
Biglytics, what 

would be the next 
step?

That’s exactly 
what my 

company needs! 
Sign me up!

That sounds 
perfect! I’d like to 
set up a meeting 

today!

Okay... now tell 
me a little more 

about the Biglytics 
process

Awesome! 
Tell me the details 

about exactly 
what Biglytics will 

do to help my 
company.

Okay, so say I 
decide to partner 

with Biglytics. 
What’s next?

I want to know 
more about what 
Biglytics will do to 
help my company 

grow.

Tell me 
more about 
your name... 

Biglytics?!

BOOK
MEETING

FORM

BOOK
MEETING

BOOK
MEETING

MESSAGE

BUTTON

ANSWER

SYSTEM ACTION

LEGEND:

BOOK
MEETING

BOOK
MEETING

We analyze billions of data sets from over
65 industries within milliseconds!

But you’ll receive this valuable BI in an easily 
customizable & modern dashboard.

{https://gph.is/1Mwwzko} 
- Chris Pratt mind blown gif

Big + Analytics = Biglytics 

In addition, our market analysis experts arm you 
with the actionable insights to uncover previously 

hidden opportunities...

Biglytics will analyze billions of data sets and create 
algorithms to help your company grow. 

Basically, a the smartest tool to carve out more 
walletshare and drive incremental revenue!

{https://gph.is/g/4gDX16A}
- Awesome Todrick Hall gif

And then move into a demo to show just a few of 
the kinds of data analysis that is most valuable for 

companies in your industry.

We’ll set up a virtual meeting with you to get to know 
your company’s goals and challenges a little better. 

We’ll also discuss pricing so you know exactly what 
you’re getting into.

And once we’ve partnered, you’ll be introduced to 
our data analysts, your BI concierge, and platform 

onboarding specialists. 

We’ll begin with a discovery call to ensure a partnership 
is mutually valuable.

And then you’ll have better, smarter real-time 
data you need to make growth-forward decisions 

with confidence!

Send me more 
information please, 
I’m still evaluating 

optoins.

Alright, I’ll bite. 
Let’s see your 

big data scaled 
for me!
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Data and Results
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Data and Results
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Data and Results
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Data and Results
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Data and Results
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Data and Results



Eric QuanstromJohn Girard Michael Maynes

Thank You!

Thank you for choosing CIENCE to expand Biglytics’s sales pipeline. As our partnership develops, you can expect continued 
effort on your behalf — additional campaigns, templates, and an ongoing flow of communication with our team. We look 
forward to refining your existing campaigns over time, A/B testing subject lines, and further specializing content to resonate 
more closely with your
ideal customer profile. If any questions come to mind, feel free to reach out and we’ll be sure to respond promptly. 
 
We look forward to a successful ongoing partnership moving forward. Thank you once
again for choosing CIENCE.
 
Sincerely,
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